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ABSTRACT

Ionizing radiation produces clustered damage to
DNA which is difficult to repair and thus more harm-
ful than single lesions. Clustered lesions have only
been investigated in dsDNA models. Introducing the
term ‘clustered damage to G-quadruplexes’ we report
here on the structural effects of multiple tetrahydro-
furanyl abasic sites replacing loop adenines (A/AP)
and tetrad guanines (G/AP) in quadruplexes formed
by the human telomere d[AG3(TTAG3)3] (htel-22) and
d[TAG3(TTAG3)3TT] (htel-25) in K+ solutions. Single
to triple A/APs increased the population of paral-
lel strands in their structures by stabilizing propeller
type loops, shifting the antiparallel htel-22 into hy-
brid or parallel quadruplexes. In htel-25, the G/APs
inhibited the formation of parallel strands and these
adopted antiparallel topologies. Clustered G/AP and
A/APs reduced the thermal stability of the wild-type
htel-25. Depending on position, A/APs diminished or
intensified the damaging effect of the G/APs. Taken
together, clustered lesions can disrupt the topology
and stability of the htel quadruplexes and restrict
their conformational space. These in vitro results
suggest that formation of clustered lesions in the
chromosome capping structure can result in the un-
folding of existing G-quadruplexes which can lead to
telomere shortening.

INTRODUCTION

Endogenous and exogenous chemicals and ionizing radi-
ation damage genomic DNA by causing the formation of
various base lesions, abasic sites, strand breaks, and cross-
linkages (1). The biological effects of such damage is not
only associated with the type and site of lesion but also with

their distribution in the DNA (2). Reactive chemicals cre-
ate mainly single or isolated damage sites. Ionizing radia-
tion and radiomimetic anticancer agents, however, also in-
duce clusters of damage in the DNA, both in solution and in
cells. Although the chemical structure of lesions produced
by chemicals and ionizing radiations are similar, the unique
feature of the latter is the creation of clustered lesions. Ioniz-
ing radiation damages the target molecules along its track,
and thus clusters are induced at very low radiation dose.
Single radiation hits can also induce damage clusters. The
type of radiation determines the damage spectrum (3).

By definition, clustered DNA damage or multiple DNA
damage sites form when two or more lesions appear in the
DNA strands within one to two helical turns in the double-
stranded DNA. These are 10–20 base pairs. The notion of
clustered DNA lesions first appeared in the 1990s. Since
then, these types of lesions have been found and charac-
terized in vitro in various cell types, for both irradiated
and non-irradiated samples (2,4). Cells maintain genome
integrity by repairing isolated DNA lesions using base exci-
sion repair (BER) and strand break repair pathways. Clus-
tered lesions are, however, difficult to repair and are there-
fore very detrimental to cells and they can lead to mutage-
nesis, cancer, aging, and neurological disorders in humans.
In repair-capable cells, the probability of non-repairing or
misrepairing a single damaged site is 1 in 109 to 1010 bp. In
a cluster this could be orders of magnitude greater (5).

Lesion types include abasic (AP) sites, both apurinic
and apyrimidinic, oxidized sugar derivatives, a plethora
of base modifications that include oxidized bases, such as
8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG), 8-oxoadenine (8-oxoA), thymine
glycol, cytosine glycol, dihydrothymidine and single- and
double-strand breaks. The most frequently occurring le-
sions are the purine AP sites formed either spontaneously
by hydrolysis of the C1’-N9 glycosidic linkage of purine
nucleotides or enzymatically as intermediates in the BER
pathway. Esposito et al. (6) were the first to study the effects
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of abasic sites on quadruplex structures. The most com-
mon oxidation product is 8-oxoG and its further oxidized
derivatives which are generated by hydroxyl free radical at-
tack at the C8 position of guanine. Both the AP sites and 8-
oxos can also form in clusters (7–11). A double-strand break
(DSB) is thought to consist of two nearby single-stranded
breaks (SSB) on the opposite DNA strands. Before the con-
cept of clustered damage was formulated, DSBs were con-
sidered typical radiation injuries, although in human cells
DSBs constitute only about 30% of the total damages. DSB
is malignant damage due to its mutagenicity and inhibition
of DNA replication. The clusters containing base lesions,
which remained unrecognized for a long time, can however
produce even more complex biological outcomes (11,12).
Non-DSB clusters compromise the efficiency of eukaryotic
DNA damage repair processes by reducing the ability of gly-
cosylases to excise base lesions and AP endonucleases to in-
cise the AP sites within a cluster, probably due to reduced
steric accessibility (13).

Most human cell lines do not accumulate clusters. HF19,
TK6 and WIL2-NS alone are known to do so, currently.
These clusters contain mainly oxidized bases. Normal hu-
man tissues and cells however, do accumulate multiple dam-
age sites (14). While endogenous clusters were found only
at low frequencies in non-irradiated normal human cells
and tissues, in cells of smokers large numbers of clusters
containing oxidized bases and AP sites were detected, sug-
gesting that the normal DNA repair capacity can be over-
whelmed (15). Furthermore, it is not only ionizing radia-
tion, X-rays too can induce abasic and oxidized base clus-
ters in human cells (16). UV radiation is generally believed
to produce only clusters of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers
but long-wavelength UV (290–400 nm) radiation also cre-
ates oxidized bases, AP sites, and strand breaks, albeit in low
yield. The number of these clusters due to UVB and UVA is
negligible compared to the levels of pyrimidine dimers but
they cannot be ignored (17).

Clustered natural damage to DNA has been mostly
investigated with double-stranded DNA models in vitro
(3,4,11,17). Less is known about clusters of natural le-
sions in non-canonical, unusual DNA and RNA struc-
tures, such as the G-quadruplex which is currently the most
comprehensively studied non-B model (18). Regarding G-
quadruplex modifications that can be defined retroactively
as clustered modifications, multiple mutations by natural
and synthetic bases of the guanines in the G-tetrads as well
as of the bases in loops should be mentioned (19–24). In this
study, we only deal with clustered natural lesions in quadru-
plexes.

Quadruplexes functioning as regulatory elements in
many gene promoters and as the capping structures of
telomeres of linear eukaryotic chromosomes are potential
targets of radiation and various chemical reactants that
can create clustered damage. For this reason, it is impor-
tant to study how the patterns of these clusters affect the
stability, folding and biochemistry of wild-type quadru-
plexes formed from various DNA sequences. For instance,
how many lesions and in what distribution (positions) can
the formation of a quadruplex be prevented? Alternatively,
what cluster arrangements can unfold an existing stable
quadruplex in solution? Here we report on the first an-

swers to these questions with stabilized AP sites that mimic
one of the most frequent natural DNA lesions incorporated
site-specifically into potentially quadruplex-forming deoxy-
oligonucleotides. More than forty such sequences were pre-
pared and the annealed structures were investigated by CD,
UV absorption and NMR spectroscopies, and gel elec-
trophoresis. The results shed light on crucial damage posi-
tions that yielded dramatic effects on the stability and fold-
ing changes of quadruplexes arising from human telomere
sequences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The oligonucleotides were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Haverhill, UK) and dissolved in 1 mM sodium phosphate
+ 0.3 mM EDTA, pH 7.2 to provide stock solutions of ∼10
mM. Precise concentrations were determined on the basis
of absorption at 260 nm, measured in a UNICAM 5625
UV/Vis spectrophotometer (Cambridge, UK) at 90◦C us-
ing the following molar strand absorption coefficients deter-
mined as described in (25): 236 900 M−1 cm−1 for wild-type
htel-22, 222 500, 208 100 and 193 700 for the one, two and
tree adenine AP site, resp., containing htel-22s, and 205 700
for the TTA loop triple abasic htel-22 sequence (see Sup-
plementary Table S1); then 261 900 for wild-type htel-25,
247 500 and 218 700 for loop one and triple adenine AP
site, resp., containing htel-25, 251 200 for the one guanine
AP site and 236 800 M−1 cm−1 and 240 500 for the gua-
nine + adenine or guanine + guanine double AP site con-
taining htel-25s. Melting curves were measured in a UV–vis
spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 4000, Mulgrave, Victoria,
Australia) from 1◦C to 95◦C and back. The temperature was
increased/decreased in 1◦C steps and the samples were equi-
librated for 2 min before each measurement.

Purity, as the length homogeneity of the desalted samples
was checked by denaturing electrophoresis (20% gel with
6.2 M urea running at 50◦C for 1 h at the power output of
25 W). Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
was run in a temperature-controlled electrophoretic instru-
ment (SE-600, Hoefer Scientific, San Francisco, CA, USA).
Gel concentration was 16% (29:1 monomer to bis ratio, Ap-
plichem, Darmstadt, Germany). About two micrograms of
DNA were loaded on the 14 cm × 16 cm × 0.15 cm gel. Sam-
ples were electrophoresed at 21◦C for 19 h at 30 V. The gel
was stained with Stains All (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) af-
ter the electrophoresis and scanned using a Personal Densit-
ometer SI, model 375-A (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale,
CA, USA).

CD measurements were carried out in a Jasco 815 (Tokyo,
Japan) dichrograph in 1-cm path-length quartz Hellma cells
placed in a thermostated cell holder at 23◦C. The DNA
strand concentration was 3.4 �M. A set of four scans was
averaged for each sample with a data pitch of 0.5 nm and
100 nm min−1 scan speed. The CD signal was expressed as
the difference in molar absorption, �� of the left- and right-
handed circularly polarized light, molarity being related to
DNA base.

The 1D 1H spectra were measured at 700 MHz using
a Bruker Avance III NMR spectrometer equipped with a
triple resonance room temperature probe using the WA-
TERGATE pulse sequence (26), including 1-ms rectangular
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Table 1. Oligonucleotides used in this study*

* Nucleotides substituted by AP sites in the studied sequences are highlighted red 
and labelled in numerical order from the 5´end. These are named e.g. ap7 or 
ap7,19 for clustered A/AP with the htel-22, or e.g. ap5,20, for clustered G+A/AP,
and similarly e.g. ap4,8,15 for other clustered lesions with the htel-25 (the detailed
sequences are in Table S1).

selective pulses to suppress the residual signal of water. The
spectra were processed using TopSpin 3.2 (Bruker, USA).
Samples were prepared by dissolving the oligonucleotides
in 20 mM potassium phosphate pH 7. The solutions were
annealed by heating to 90◦C and cooling at room tempera-
ture overnight. The resulting strand concentration was ap-
proximately 0.8 mM for the htel-22s, and 0.2 mM for the
htel-25s.

RESULTS

Human telomere (htel) DNA forms various quadruplex
types depending on the primary structure and experimen-
tal conditions (Supplementary Figure S1). To determine the
effect of clustered damage on the properties of htel quadru-
plexes, we used two sets of sequences modified by tetrahy-
drofuranyl AP sites (dSpacer) in selected positions: the 22
nucleotide long d[AG3(TTAG3)3], abbreviated as htel-22,
and the d[TAG3(TTAG3)3TT], abbreviated as htel-25 (Ta-
ble 1). The modified sequences denominated as api or api,j
contained an AP site instead of the i- or j-th nucleotide. The
full sequences are listed in Supplementary Table S1.

Quadruplexes arising from the htel-22 d[AG3(TTAG3)3]

Abasic quadruplexes of d[AG3(TTAG3)3] were used in our
previous NMR work to explore the effects on the structure
of single adenine AP (A/AP) sites in the loops (25). To de-
termine the impact of clustered (double and triple) loop AP
lesions, the same htel-22 model was used here. The wild-
type (wt) htel-22 formed a mixture of antiparallel and hy-
brid (h) parallel/antiparallel, so called (3+1) folds (Supple-
mentary Figure S1) in 10–165 mM K+ at micromolar strand
concentrations used for CD and UV absorption measure-
ments (27–29). The CD spectrum of the one, two and three
loop A/AP containing d[AG3(TTAG3)3] analogs, indicated
formation of quadruplex-type folded structures in K+ solu-
tions (Figure 1). In a previous study (25) we showed that
the ap19, containing the AP site in the third loop (Sup-
plementary Table S1) formed a (3+1) hybrid-2 type (h-2)
quadruplex (Supplementary Figure S1d) characterized by
a dominant positive CD band at 290 nm with a shoulder on
its short wavelength site (Figure 1). The AP site thus stabi-
lized a double chain reversal (propeller) type loop. The ap13
formed an even more heterogeneous mixture of conforma-
tions with only modest CD spectral changes compared to
wt htel-22 but with ∼6◦C lower Tm (Figure 1, Supplemen-
tary Table S2). Finally, we observed a (3+1) hybrid-1 type

(h-1) for ap7 (Supplementary Figure S1c), but only at high,
millimolar DNA concentrations. In low DNA concentra-
tions, close to those used for CD, the ap7 formed a mixture
of quadruplex species as shown by 1H NMR (25). These
provided a CD spectrum with slightly higher CD shoulder
around 260 nm than the htel-22 wt (Figure 1) indicating
an increased proportion of parallel strands in its quadru-
plex structure. Quadruplexes of ap7 and ap19 were similarly
thermostable as the wt htel-22 (Supplementary Table S2).
In contrast, they were clearly destabilized in 100 mM Na+

(Supplementary Table S3).
The CD spectral shapes of all multiple A/AP contain-

ing htel-22s differed from the wt (Figure 1, bottom panel):
the CD spectrum of ap7,13 displayed two positive peaks of
almost equal height at 270 and 290 nm. This indicated a
mixture of quadruplex folds, as proven by 1H NMR spec-
troscopy (Figure 2A), with even greater number of par-
allel strands than in the single A/AP quadruplexes. The
spectrum of ap7,19 with a positive peak around 286 nm
also refers to a mixture of structures. The CD spectrum
of ap13,19 that contained one of the two AP sites in the
third loop (position 19) was similar to the spectrum of ap19
quadruplex, identified as an h-2 topology (25). The spec-
trum of ap17,18,19 with three AP sites substituting for the
whole third TTA loop, was virtually identical to that of the
ap19 (Figure 1, bottom panel) and its Tm value was close
to both ap19 and wt (Supplementary Table S2, panel A),
while the thermal stabilities of the double A/AP containing
htel-22s were much lower (Figure 2B, and Supplementary
Table S2). The two loop A/AP sites were thus detrimen-
tal to quadruplex stability. The ap7,13,19, which contained
an A/AP site in each of the three TTA loops displayed a
CD spectrum with a dominating positive band close to 260
nm (Figure 1, right panel) characteristic of parallel quadru-
plexes (28). This quadruplex unfolded in two steps (Fig-
ure 2B). Keeping the solution at temperatures higher than
the temperature at which the first step was completed close
to 50◦C, the 260 nm CD band distinctly increased (Fig-
ure 1 and Supplementary Figure S2) indicating formation
of a stable parallel fold. The 1H NMR spectrum revealed
(Figure 2A) that the low-temperature mixture of ap7,13,19
transformed into a nearly single quadruplex fold at a higher
temperature. In this way we observed a parallel quadruplex
of the htel DNA in aqueous solution. The parallel quadru-
plex then melted in one step (Figure 2B) with a Tm value
∼68◦C (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S2A), which was
higher than the Tm of the wild-type. Cooling the denatured
ap7,13,19 back to 50◦C immediately restored its parallel
form. Its high 260 nm CD band with a slow kinetics dimin-
ished on further cooling and returned to the form observed
at room temperature (Supplementary Figure S2). The par-
allel quadruplex of ap7,13,19 was only formed in K+ solu-
tion. In 100 mM Na+ the quadruplex was by nearly 19◦C
destabilized as compared with the wt htel-22 (Supplemen-
tary Table S3).

All clustered A/AP sites containing htel-22 quadruplexes
were intramolecular (Figure 2C). Propeller type loops gen-
erally inhibit the migration of quadruplexes in gel (the
parallel quadruplexes run more slowly than antiparallel
quadruplexes (30)). This was observed here with all se-
quences containing AP sites in two or three loops, com-
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Figure 1. CD spectra of htel-22 wt, and of its single (upper row), double (bottom row) and triple (side panel) A/AP site containing analogs measured in
the presence of 100 mM K+ (10 mM K-phosphate buffer, pH 7 + 85 mM KCl) at 23◦C. The dashed blue spectrum of ap7,13,19 was measured at 23◦C and
the solid line spectrum at 45◦C.

pared with the wt or with ap17,18,19. The mixture of ap7,13
yielded a fuzzy band. The slow mobility in gel of quadru-
plexes with AP sites in two loops suggests that these may
form quadruplexes containing two propeller loops, while
ap17,18,19 had only one such loop. The ap7,13,19 that con-
tained an AP site in all three loops, migrated at the lowest
rate of all and was extremely fuzzy (Figure 2C). The band
became narrower on PAGE running at 35◦C (Supplemen-
tary Figure S3A). In Na+ containing gel the ap7,13,19 ran
like the other A/AP containing htel-22s as it also remained
in antiparallel quadruplex (Supplementary Figure S3B).

Quadruplexes of the htel-25 d[TAG3(TTAG3)3TT] analogs

The quadruplex arising from the htel-25
d[TAG3(TTAG3)3TT] sequence in K+ solution was re-
ported by Phan et al. (31) as adopting the (3+1)-type h-2
topology as the predominant fold at 0.5–5 mM strand con-
centrations based on NMR measurement. Its CD spectrum
(taken at micromolar concentration) contained a dominant
positive peak at 290 nm followed by a shoulder around 265
nm and a negative band close to 240 nm (Figure 3A). The
shoulder was higher than that of the htel-22 quadruplex,
which is in accord with the increased proportion of parallel
strands in the htel-25 quadruplex structure. This sequence
was chosen for further experiments as it forms a stable
hybrid structure. We wanted to elucidate the effect of
loop A/AP and tetrad G/AP sites occurring in the hybrid
quadruplex form.

Single A/AP sites in the loops of htel-25 analogs. Figure 3B
illustrates the CD spectra of the three single A/AP site con-
taining analogs of the wt htel-25, the ap8, ap14 and ap20,

which are analogous to ap7, ap13 and ap19 of htel-22 (Ta-
ble 1). The CD spectrum of ap8 differed most from the other
spectra. On the basis of the close identity with the CD spec-
trum of htel-22’s ap19 (Figure 1) it can be concluded that
ap8 also forms a pure (3+1) hybrid quadruplex. Indeed, the
1H NMR spectrum of ap8 (Figure 3C) confirmed a sin-
gle quadruplex structure. In contrast, the NMR spectrum
of the wt indicated that htel-25 was not a single structure
but a mixture of quadruplexes. The ap14 sequence with the
A/AP site in the middle loop, displaying two positive CD
bands around 260 and 290 nm (Figure 3B), folded into an
even more heterogeneous mixture of structures than the wt,
based on the NMR spectra (Figure 3C), while the struc-
tural heterogeneity was again reduced with ap20. The two
1H NMR spectra of ap8 and ap20 differed from each other
but their sum closely matched the spectrum of the wild-type
htel-25. Consequently, htel-25 wt is a mixture of quadruplex
structures predominantly formed by the sequences contain-
ing a single A/AP site in the 5´ and 3´end loops. This find-
ing is similar to the recent results of Burrows et al. (32) who
claimed that the wt htel-25 was a mixture of h-1 and h-2
structures under their conditions.

As stated above, the CD spectrum of ap8 with the A/AP
site in the first loop corresponds to a pure (3+1) hybrid (h)
quadruplex structure. It is not possible to assign the type of
the h structure based on the 1H NMR spectrum. Neither
CD can distinguish between the two h forms. According to
theoretical studies (33,34) both pure h forms should yield
the same CD spectrum as a consequence of the same head
to head and tail to head orientation of their tetrads and the
same anti/syn disposition of guanines in particular tetrads
(31) (see Supplementary Figure S4). Indeed, the CD spec-
trum of htel-23 d[TAG3(TTAG3)3] (Supplementary Figure
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Figure 2. (A) Imino proton region of 1H NMR spectra, (B) normalized UV absorption melting curves monitored at 297 nm (1 stands for native, 0 for
denatured state) and (C) native PAGE of the wt-22 and of its A/AP containing analogs. The same colors are used for the oligonucleotides in particular
subfigures. Red dashed line in (B) corresponds to melting of ap7,13,19 monitored at 265 nm by CD. All measurements were done in 10 mM K-phosphate
buffer, pH 7 + 85 mM KCl, at 25◦C in A and C, and the last NMR spectrum at 45◦C. NMR spectra were measured at ∼0.8 mM DNA strand concentration.

S4, 35) identified as an h – 1 form (31) is of the same type
as the spectrum of the htel-22 ap19 identified as an h – 2
form (25). In our previous paper, we demonstrated that the
absence of adenine in the third loop of the ap19 stabilizes its
propeller fold, in which the AP site is out of the quadruplex
core, so that the negative enthalpic effect of adenine depuri-
nation is minimized (25). In accord with this conclusion, we
assume the ap8 adopts an h – 1 quadruplex structure.

The ap8,14,20 containing an AP site in all three loops
provided a CD spectrum that corresponded to a paral-
lel quadruplex (Figure 3B). The quadruplex melted in two
steps, as did the htel-22’s ap7,13,19, and the pure parallel
quadruplex formed only at around 50◦C. It then melted at
higher temperature than the wt (Figure 3D, Supplementary
Table S2B). The ap14 with the A/AP site in the middle loop
formed the least stable quadruplex while the Tm values of
ap8 and ap20 quadruplexes were close to that of the wt htel-

25. In a PAGE experiment, all the single A/AP containing
htel-25s showed electrophoretic motilities similar to the wt
(Supplementary Figure S5A) (all are expected to contain
one parallel loop). Migration only of the ap8,14,20, con-
taining three parallel loops, was slowed down (Supplemen-
tary Figure S5A). Formation of parallel loops was condi-
tioned only in the presence of K+, in Na+ the ap8,14,20
quadruplex ran with the same velocity as the other htel-
25s (Supplementary Figure S5B) and the quadruplex was
clearly destabilized (Supplementary Table S3B).

Single guanine AP site containing htel-25 analogs. Ef-
fect of single AP sites substituting for tetrad guanines
(G/AP) in htel DNA quadruplexes was earlier studied with
htel-21 d[G3(TTAG3)3] (36) and htel-23 d[TAG3(TTAG3)3]
(37). Both papers demonstrated site specific destabiliza-
tion of the quadruplex structures, while the largest changes
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Figure 3. (A) CD spectra of htel-22 (black dashed line) and htel-25 (black line) wt´s quadruplexes; (B) CD, (C) 1H NMR spectra and (D) normalized UV
absorption melting curves monitored at 297 nm of htel-25 wt (black, dotted line in B) and of its A/AP containing analogs ap8 (blue), ap14 (green), ap20
(violet) and ap8,14,20 (red). The red dotted line represents normalized CD melting curve monitored at 265 nm preequilibrated at 45◦C. All spectra were
measured in 100 mM K+ (10 mM K-phosphate buffer, pH 7 + 85 mM KCl) at 23◦C or at 45◦C for ap8,14,20 in (B). NMR spectra were measured at ∼0.2
mM DNA strand concentration.

were induced by substitution of the middle tetrad gua-
nine. The change in thermodynamic parameters was much
more pronounced with the htel-23 than with the htel-21
but the destabilization observed with the htel-25 quadru-
plex d[TAG3(TTAG3)3TT] was still more drastic: the CD
spectra of the wt distinctly changed (Figure 4, the upper
row): spectra of ap3 and ap5 displayed a large positive peak
at 290 and minima at 260 and 240 nm, which are character-
istics of the antiparallel quadruplex as observed for htel-22
and htel-21 (27,28). Thus, the absence of the guanines, com-
pletely annulled the hybrid type of wt. The ap4 with G/AP
site in the middle tetrad formed the least stable quadruplex
(Supplementary Table S2B, Figure S6A), which provided a
unique CD spectrum with distinctly reduced 290 nm band
amplitude and a flat minimum around 260 nm (Figure 4, the
upper row). Hyperchromicity at 297 nm, typical for quadru-
plex structures, was, however, close to those for ap3 and
ap5 (Supplementary Figure S6B), so that the unusual spec-
trum corresponds to a fully formed quadruplex. All three
sequences, including the least stable ap4 formed intramolec-
ular quadruplexes (Supplementary Figure S5A).

Clustered loop A/AP and core G/AP sites containing htel-
25 analogs. We also studied the combined effect of the
loop A/AP and tetrad G/AP lesions of htel-25: accord-
ing to the CD spectra (Figure 4) and the sigmoid shape of

their melting curves (Supplementary Figure S6) each dou-
ble A/AP and G/AP containing oligonucleotide, except for
ap4,14, folded into quadruplexes in 100 mM K+. In ad-
dition to CD spectra measured in 100 mM K+, Figure 4
contains CD spectra of unstructured forms of all sequences
taken in the low salt and the absence of K+, and in 10 mM
K+ phosphate, which enables to estimate how readily the
full quadruplexes are formed. All quadruplexes were radi-
cally destabilized, by –16 to –36◦C, relative to the wt htel-25
(Figure 4, Supplementary Table S2B). The ap4,20 was the
least thermostable structure, while the ap4,14 did not form
a quadruplex at all (Supplementary Figure S6B). The elec-
trophoretic migration of the ap4,14 provided a footprint be-
tween single strand and quadruplex (Supplementary Figure
S5A) as is usual with unstructured DNAs. Also the bands
of ap4,8 and ap4,20 displayed traces of slower running
species indicating less ordered quadruplex structure (Sup-
plementary Figure S5A). This is more obvious on PAGE
in Na+ (Supplementary Figure S5B). The other A/AP +
G/AP oligonucleotides formed intramolecular structures
(Supplementary Figure S5). The CD spectra of all G3/AP
+ loop A/APs (ap3,8; ap3,14 and ap3,20) and G5/AP +
loop A/APs (ap5,8; ap5,14 and ap5,20) double AP contain-
ing quadruplexes (Figure 4) provided a large positive peak
at 290, minima at 260 and 240 nm and lacked the positive
∼270 nm shoulder that corresponds to K+-stabilized hybrid
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Figure 4. CD spectra of htel-25 wt and of its G/AP (upper horizontal panel), A/AP (left vertical panel), and (G+A)/AP (combination of the panels)
containing analogs measured at their unstructured forms in 1 mM sodium phosphate with 0.3 mM EDTA, pH 7.2 (dotted lines), in 10 mM K-phosphate
buffer, pH 7 (dashed lines), and in K+ added up to 100 mM (solid lines).
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quadruplexes (27,28). Though the wt htel-25 adopts hybrid
structure and the presence of loop AP sites stabilizes pro-
peller loop folding, thus the parallel orientation of quadru-
plex strands, the spectra of these clustered A/AP + G/AP
quadruplexes reveal antiparallel quadruplex foldings. The
clustered AP oligonucleotides thus adopt the same type of
quadruplexes as their single G/AP containing analogs (Fig-
ure 4). The thermostability of the clustered quadruplexes
decreased from ap3,8 to ap3,20 and from ap5,8 to ap5,20.
The temperature dependences and the Tm values are shown
in Supplementary Figure S6 and in Table S2B, respectively.

CD spectrum of ap4,8 became more similar to those of
ap3,8 and ap5,8 as a result of combination of G4/AP with
the loop A8/AP (Figure 4). The destabilization effect of the
two AP sites was less negative than with the single G/AP
containing ap4 (Supplementary Table S2B). In contrast, the
ap4,20 provided a CD spectrum even more deformed than
that of the ap4 with a single missing G4. Its spectrum with
two small positive bands in 100 mM K+ appears to be in-
termediate in the process of quadruplex formation but its
hyperchromicity at 297 nm again was the same as with the
other clustered G/AP and A/AP quadruplexes (Supple-
mentary Figure S6B).

Comparing the effect of particular loop AP sites on the
stability of the clustered A/AP and G/AP quadruplexes,
we can see that A8/AP slightly destabilized the quadru-
plex of ap3,8 but stabilized those of ap4,8 and ap5,8 com-
pared to their respective single G/AP containing structures
(Supplementary Figure S7A). The presence of A14/AP and
A20/AP further increased the severe destabilizing effect of
the missing guanines (Supplementary Figure S7B and C).
The largest destabilization took place with ap4,20, the �Tm
was –36.5◦C, and mainly with ap4,14, which did not form
quadruplex at all.

The presence of G/AP in the ap3, ap4 and ap5 trans-
formed the wt htel-25 into antiparallel quadruplexes with
Tm values (Supplementary Table S2B) close to those ob-
served for the respective quadruplexes stabilized by Na+.
In combination with A/AP´s the Tm values of all quadru-
plexes were, however, higher (by 10–16◦C with A8/AP) in
K+ than in Na+ (Supplementary Tables S2B and S3B). In
conclusion, none of the G/AP containing sequences was
able to form a hybrid type quadruplex in water/K+ solu-
tion (Figure 4). No change in CD spectrum was either ob-
served on addition of the parallel quadruplex stabilizing
ligand N-methyl mesoporphyrin IX (38). Moreover, none
of these oligonucleotides was able to adopt intramolecular
parallel quadruplex in ethanol (Figure 5) or PEG solutions
(not shown) though their single A/AP analogs formed par-
allel quadruplexes much more easily than the wt htel-25.
Only ap4,14, which does not form quadruplex in aqueous
solution, displayed a CD spectrum with positive 260 nm
band in ethanol reflecting a partial formation of parallel but
probably intermolecular parallel quadruplex.

Clustered core G/AP sites containing htel-25 analogs. Sub-
stitution of AP sites for two or three guanines resulted in a
significant deterioration of quadruplex structure, especially
if the substitution included a G of the middle tetrad as e.g.
ap3,4; ap3,4,5; ap3,22; ap4,15 or ap4,22 (Supplementary
Table S2C, and selected examples are shown in Supplemen-

Figure 5. CD spectra of (upper panel) htel-25 wt (left), A/AP (middle) and
G/AP (right) and of (bottom panel) clustered A/AP + G/AP containing
analogs as indicated in figures. All spectra were measured in 60% ethanol
and 2 mM K+ at 23◦C.

tary Figure S8). Of these only ap3,22 and ap4,15 formed
a quadruplex, displaying a sigmoidal temperature depen-
dence with a Tm value above room temperature (25 and
23.5◦C, respectively). Interestingly, a loop adenine A8/AP
site in ap4,8,15 increased the Tm of ap4,15 up to 25◦C (Sup-
plementary Table S2C).

The smallest destabilizing effect was brought about by
the substitution of two G´s in the same external tetrad (e.g.
in ap3,23 or ap5,21) or by the replacement of the most
distant guanines within the quadruplex (e.g. in ap3,21 or
ap5,23). Their Tm values were around 34–36◦C in 100 mM
K+ (Supplementary Figure S8). The quadruplexes formed
were antiparallel and intramolecular. The band movement
of ap3,22; ap3,23 and ap5,23 but not of ap3,21, was slightly
slower on the PAGE than that of wt-25. This may be a re-
sult of quadruplex deformation and loop extension due to
shifts of G blocks to compensate for the lost G´s. Oligonu-
cleotides ap3,4; ap3,4,5; and ap4,22 remained unstructured
at room temperature (Supplementary Figure S8) and in-
clined to form intermolecular quadruplexes at low temper-
atures (not shown). This is the reason of the smear of their
bands observed at room temperatures (Supplementary Fig-
ure S8).

DISCUSSION

Clustered DNA damage has been defined as two or more le-
sions in 1–2 helical turns of a double-stranded DNA, i.e. in
10–20 base pairs. As natural base lesions also form in non-
canonical nucleic acids, such as the G-quadruplexes (39–41)
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the original definition needs to be formulated to fit quadru-
plexes as well. We define it here as two or more lesions within
a four-stranded core quadruplex unit assembling from 21 to
25 nucleotides.

Using this definition, few modified quadruplex structures
can be qualified retrospectively as having clustered natural
base mutations and damage (42–46), let alone synthetic nu-
cleotide analogs (19). Here we investigated the structural ef-
fects of one of the most frequent natural base lesions, abasic
sites when these are clustered in quadruplex structures.

According to the known multiple telomere quadruplex
structures detected in K+ and the fast conformational tran-
sitions observed by single-molecule methods (32,47–49), we
can consider the results found by in-solution methods, such
as, CD, UV absorption and NMR spectroscopies as a de-
scription of the dynamic equilibrium between various con-
formations. In this article, we show how this equilibrium
is shifted by clustered alterations in the human telomere
DNA quadruplexes as a result of abasic damage modelled
by the insertions of synthetic AP sites in place of selected
loop adenines (A/AP) and tetrad guanines (G/AP).

Two types of sequences, htel-22 and htel-25, were
used in these studies (Table 1 and Supplementary Ta-
ble S1). Depending on solution conditions, the htel-22
d[AG3(TTAG3)3] interconverts between antiparallel, pos-
sibly a 2-tetrad basket (50,51), and the hybrid forms
(31), while the antiparallel forms are predominantly
formed at DNA concentrations used for optical mea-
surements (29). In contrast, longer htel sequences with
flanking nucleotides preferentially adopt hybrid (3+1)
parallel/antiparallel quadruplex structures (31). The htel-
25 d[TAG3(TTAG3)3TT], selected as the second sequence
for study, was reported (31) to form a stable hybrid h-2
structure.

The results presented here confirm our earlier observa-
tion (25) that any single A/AP site in the predominantly
antiparallel quadruplex of htel-22, causes a shift in confor-
mational equilibrium towards a hybrid form by facilitating
the formation of a propeller fold of the respective loop. Each
propeller loop caused a small decrease in migration speed of
htel-22 in native polyacrylamide gel (Figure 2C). The type
of hybrid was determined by the position of the A/AP mu-
tation. The most stable quadruplexes with the A/AP in the
third loop, corresponded to hybrid-2 (25). The presence of
A/AP in the middle loop, which could theoretically induce
a (2+2) structure similar to that of d[(TTAG3)4TTA] ob-
served for sodium (52) (Supplementary Figure S1e) has no
such effect on the htel-22. This could indicate that forma-
tion of this type of (2+2) structure is not favoured in potas-
sium ions.

The clustering of multiple A/AP lesions caused quali-
tative changes in quadruplex properties. The simultaneous
presence of A/AP lesions in all three loops resulted in a
conformational shift to the stable parallel quadruplex form
(Figures 1, 2 and 3B). Thus, this result again confirms the
conclusion that the A/AP facilitates the propeller loop. The
quadruplexes, ap7,13,19 of the htel-22 series or the ap8,14,
20 of the htel-25 gave rather complex melting profiles (Fig-
ures 2B and 3D). The parallel structure was only stable at
increased temperatures (Figure 2A). The undefined struc-
ture formed at room temperature is probably an assemble

of quadruplexes as can be deduced from the long kinetics of
its formation. Our results show that the quadruplexes con-
taining a single A/AP site in the first or the third loop have
the thermostability comparable to the wt, and the quadru-
plex with A/APs in all three loops is still more stable than
the wt. In contrast, all three double A/AP htel-22 quadru-
plexes ap7,13; ap7,19; and ap13,19 are significantly less sta-
ble than the wt (Figure 1, Supplementary Table S2). These
double A/AP containing quadruplexes provide CD spec-
tra characterized by a clear shoulder or even separated a
new signal around 260 nm indicating increased population
of parallel strands, probably as a consequence of a fraction
of species with more than one propeller loop. This is most
obvious with ap7,13 (Figure 1), which, however, is a mixture
of structures as revealed by 1H NMR (Figure 2A) rather
than a single quadruplex structure containing two parallel
loops. The fuzzy retarded band of ap7,13 on PAGE also in-
dicates an additional propeller loop in a species of struc-
tural mix. The ap13,19 provides a CD spectrum that is very
similar to that of ap17,18,19 and ap19, characteristic of the
pure (3+1) hybrid like the ap19. This quadruplex is a can-
didate for adopting the form with propeller foldings in the
middle and the third loop as proposed by Phan (31). It has
the same mutual orientation of quadruplex tetrads and the
same distribution of anti/syn glycosidic angles of the tetrad
guanines as the two h-1 and h-2 forms with single propeller
loops (Supplementary Figure S4).

It could be speculated that introduction of A/AP sites,
instead of, in particular, the A8, into the htel-25, which al-
ready adopts a hybrid, predominantly h-2 type structure
(31), might stabilize the parallel quadruplex folding (specifi-
cally when the simultaneous presence of two propeller loops
is not thermodynamically favourable). However, we made
the following discovery: the 1H NMR spectra showed that
the A/AP sites in the first and in the third loop stabi-
lized nearly single, mutually different quadruplexes while
the wt was a mixture of quadruplexes encompassing the two
quadruplex species. The first (ap8) provided a CD spectrum
characteristic of a pure hybrid (3+1) structure (Figure 3B,
see Supplementary Figure S4). The CD spectrum of the sec-
ond one (ap20) displayed a peak at 290 nm followed by a
distinct shoulder close to 260 nm (Figure 3B). Its structure
is unknown. It may be similar to the h-2 hybrid as observed
by An et al. (32).

As stated above, the 1H-NMR method is not able to as-
sign the type of hybrid structure of the ap8 and neither does
the CD spectroscopy. Based on theoretical studies (33,34),
both pure h-1 and h-2 forms, and all hybrid forms with the
same orientation of quadruplex tetrads and anti/syn gua-
nine glycosidic angles (53) should yield the same CD spec-
trum (see Supplementary Figure S4). However, in line with
this and our earlier publication (25), the ap8 contains a pro-
peller fold in the first loop, so that it is expected to form
the hybrid-1 quadruplex. Figure 6 outlines the advantage of
the switch of htel-25 h-2 to the h-1 structure on loss of A8:
according to the molecular structures of htel-25 deposited
in the database (code 2jsl) (Figure 6, left), its h-2 structure
may be stabilized by A8-T24-T7 triplet on the bottom (3′
molecule end) and by T1-A14-T12 hydrogen bonded bases
on the top of the quadruplex core. However, the h-2 stabi-
lizing A8 is missing in ap8. In the h-1 structure, according
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Figure 6. Molecular structures of the h-2 type d[TAG3(TTAG3)3TT] (left)
and h – 1 type of d[TAG3(TTAG3)3] (right) quadruplexes deposited in
database under codes (2jsl) and (2jsm), respectively. The h-2 structure is
capped by T1-A14-T12 on the top and by A8-T24-T7 triplet on the bot-
tom of the quadruplex core. In the h – 1 structure the A8 is situated in the
propeller loop and the quadruplex may be stabilized by A2-T1-A20 and
A2-T19 on the top site and T12-A14 on the bottom of the quadruplex.

to the model of d[TAG3(TTAG3)3] (code 2jsm) (Figure 6,
right), the A8 is located in the propeller loop. This mini-
mizes the negative enthalpic effect of the adenine depurina-
tion, and its previous stabilizing role may be substituted by
A14-T12 pair on the 3´and T1-A20-A2-T19 tetrad on the
5´side of the quadruplex (Figure 6).

The hybrid quadruplexes of htel-25 analogs, namely their
A/AP-stabilized single hybrid structures were ideal se-
quences to test the effect of the clustered A/AP and G/AP
lesions. Our previous spectroscopic data on htel-21 and
htel-22 (36,54) and that of of Virgilio et al. on htel-23 (37)
showed that any single G lesion caused strong destabiliza-
tion of these quadruplexes. The destabilizing effect of the
G/AP lesions were still stronger with the htel-25 quadru-
plexes resulting in �Tm values of –15.5, –36 and –22.5◦C
for ap3, ap4, and ap5, compared to the wt (Supplemen-
tary Table S2B). The AP site in the middle tetrad was the
most destructive. In spite of the hybrid structure of htel-
25 and the presence of propeller loops stabilized by the
A/AP sites, none of the clustered A/AP and G/AP contain-
ing sequences remained in the hybrid form. All structures
were transformed into antiparallel quadruplexes. The main
destabilization came from the single G/AP sites, while the
additional, rather opposite effect of A/AP sites was milder
and position dependent (Figure 4, Supplementary Figure
S7, Table S2B). The combination of G/AP with A8/AP
rather stabilized the quadruplex. The other clustered lesions
destabilized the wt, and the combination of the G4/AP of
the middle tetrad with the A14/AP of the middle loop, pre-
vented quadruplex formation.

The quadruplex of ap4,20 yielded a CD spec-
trum very similar to that of the so called (2+2)
quadruplex, which is formed by the htel 27-mer
d[(TTAGGG)3TTA(BrG)GGTTA] in Na+ solution
(52). The possibility that ap4,20 adopts the same type of
quadruplex structure is not excluded as A/AP in the third
loop of the htel-22 (analogous to A20) provides an iden-
tical spectrum to that of the htel 27-mer in Na+ solutions
(unpublished), the Br atom stabilizing the (2+2) structure
of the htel-27 belongs to G neighbouring the A20/AP,

and missing guanines stabilize quadruplex conformational
properties characteristic of Na+ solutions.

In quadruplexes with clustered G/AP and A/AP lesions,
the effect of G/AP inducing the antiparallel fold always pre-
vails over the effect of A/AP stabilizing a hybrid/parallel
fold. The structural changes induced by clustered lesions
should thus be considered within the antiparallel model,
whereas there are only two with atomic structure reported in
K+: the 2-tetrad basket of the Phan group (50) (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1f), which, in fact, is a slipped Na+-stabilized
three tetrad quadruplex of Patel et al. (55). This struc-
tural change probably requires small energy input as both
structures d[(G3(TTAG3)3T] in K+ and d[AG3(TTAG3)3]
in Na+ have equally accessible N7 residues for interaction
with dimethylsulphate (unpublished results). The second
antiparallel K+-stabilized quadruplex is the 2-tetrad basket
type structure of Plavec group (56) (Supplementary Figure
S1g), in which one tetrad G is really missing as it was in our
case.

The presence of G/AP distinctly destabilized the
tetramolecular quadruplex of [d(TGGGGGT)]4 (6) but
preserved its parallel type. In contrast, single G/AP in htel
quadruplexes transformed their hybrid quadruplexes into
antiparallel ones and their stability in K+ approached that
observed in Na+ (Supplementary Tables S2B and S3B).

None of the G/AP-substituted htel-25 quadru-
plexes was able to convert into parallel form under
crowding/dehydrating conditions (Figure 5), which is a
property shared by all wt quadruplexes independent of
their structure (27,28). This indicates that the hybrid or
parallel htel quadruplex scaffolds are more sensitive to
guanine damage than antiparallel forms. This follows
from Supplementary Figure S9: changes in thermostability
caused by G/AP are more extensive in K+ than in Na+

and this holds, with the exception of ap3,8 and ap5,8, also
for the clustered A/AP + G/AP sites. The need for three
perfect tetrads compared to two, sufficient for an antipar-
allel form (55,56) may be an explanation. Also, the proper
stacking of tetrads, is probably inevitable for propeller type
loop formation which is disturbed by deformation of tetrad
planes caused by a missing G.

The changes in thermal stability caused by A/AP are
much less extensive than those caused by G/AP. Never-
theless, it can be recognized that predominantly antipar-
allel quadruplex of htel-22 is destabilized by A7/AP and
A19/AP in Na+ more than in K+ (Supplementary Figure
S9). Thus, the parallel loops forming in K+ prevent the
quadruplex from destabilization observed in Na+. This ef-
fect is clearly evident with both ap7,13,19 and ap8,14,20
(Supplementary Figure S9): their parallel quadruplexes
formed in K+ are more stable than their wt forms, while
both quadruplexes are distinctly destabilized in Na+.

The present study highlights the fact that clustered
AP lesions in the human telomere quadruplex of
d[TAG3(TTAG3)3TT] can change the folding and sta-
bility and can even prevent its formation. Even if the
chromosomes’ capping telomere DNA–protein complexes
(Shelterin) render the telomere DNA inaccessible to recog-
nition and attack by various cellular enzymes, spontaneous
depurination as well as other oxidative base damage of the
DNA do occur in these tight complexes too (39–41). As the
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clustered damages are relatively inaccessible for repair even
in double-stranded DNAs (4,57,58), these can be fateful
for the telomere quadruplex. Extensive destabilization by
AP sites can result in the unfolding of the quadruplex core,
which in turn, can destabilize the Shelterin complex to the
extent that the cellular nuclease can access and degrade
the telomere DNA. The result may be telomere shortening.
Conformational change of the quadruplex in vivo (59)
due to the formation of clustered loop adenine and core
guanine AP lesions can reduce the ability of telomerase
to recognize the quadruplex as a substrate (60) or the
interaction of Shelterin proteins POT1 and TPP1 complex
with the telomere DNA (61).
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